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Josh’s	cross-disciplinary	work	is	based	in	a	conceptual	framework,	however	it	
expresses	a	deep	connection	to	the	human	condition	that	is	both	personal	and	at	
times,	political.		His	composition	practice	provides	a	line	of	inquiry	that	describes	a	
broader	understanding	of	the	social	and	aesthetic	paradoxes	we	face	in	an	
immersive	and	precarious	networked	culture.	
	
In	his	words:	
	
liquid	hoard:	is	an	intermedia	installation	concerned	with	the	tension	between	the	
lens	and	the	screen,	or,	more	broadly,	the	relationship	of	the	unknowable	
(noumena)	to	the	knowable	(phenomena).	More	specifically,	liquid	hoard	is	a	
conceptual	metaphor	for	the	Internet.	This	accidental	superstructure	resists	
mapping	but	must	be	understood	in	order	to	act	as	anything	other	than	an	
anthrocidal	intelligence.	The	advent	of	planetary	scale	computation,	the	Stack,	large	
scale	data	manipulation,	the	breakdown	of	the	borders	of	truth,	computational	
photography,	meme	culture	and	other	hyperstitional	forces	all	point	to	the	collapse	
of	the	lens	into	the	screen.	What	is	represented	cannot	be	separated	from	how	it	is	
represented.	
	
In	my	words:	
	
What	is	represented?	
	
The	unknowable	tension	
The	accidental	collapse	in	order	to	act	
as	metaphor		
the	breakdown	and	
manipulation	of	truth	
the	relationship	to	anything	other	than		what	must	be	
understood.	
	
	
liquid : a substance that flows freely but is of constant volume, having a consistency like 
that of water or oil. 
 
Drink plenty of liquids 
 
Hoard: a stock or store of money or valued objects, typically one that is secret or 
carefully guarded. 
 
Horde  
 
H-O-R-D-E 



 
Usually a large unruly crowd, but it can also be used to connote a flock, gaggle, pride or 
school–– made up of animals, robots, or an audience at Disney Hall. 
 
He was surrounded by a horde of tormenting relatives. 
 
 
There is sound. 
 
Liquid Hoard is of constant volume, an invisible array that migrates like a swarm of 
insects- over what appears to us as a fictional space defined by a profane geometry. 
 
It hovers above like a dark cloud ––  information as specter within a “Zone Blanche” –– 
It  permeates the space like a memory.   
 
The sculptural object is a mimetic structure, indexing an ancient ritualistic gathering–– 
composed of icons in the form of processed video, possibly a reference to a Celtic 
prehistoric monument, a paradoxical earthwork 
 
An earthwork that resides internally–– the screens are mirrors… reflecting a surveilled 
horror that reconstitutes both landscape and portraiture within a tension of indecision and 
indecipherability . 
 
The ghost of Walter DeMaria’s Earth Room appears in the background. Scavenged earth 
recalls the appropriation of the real at the service of the artificial.  DeMaria was a 
musician and a sculptor–– he played in the rock band “The Primitives, ” that also 
included Tony Conrad, Lou Reed and John Cale. Josh is a musician transgressing the 
boundaries of a familiar history to explore an unknown territory ––– a set for the 
unconscious to perform a cryptography, a digital hieroglyph whose purpose is to dissolve 
the logic of the techno-economy, rendering a poetic resistance to  Zuckerberg, Theil and 
Bezos.  
 
Like the band “The Primitives”- Liquid Hoard reconfigures the archaeological ritual 
through an ironic and modern lens…. Applying a revivalist negation to the technological 
contemporary. Terence McKenna comes to mind- as the processed video images 
constitute  a collective hallucinatory distortion of the past…. To seed an archaic revival 
that upends our pastoral utopias to reveal the Left Hand of Darkness.  
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Artist Statement 
Josh Westerman is a Los Angeles based sound and intermedia artist who works with 
installation art, graphic scores, field recordings, plunderphonics, improvisation, and video. 
His work utilizes and critiques emergent media and aesthetics while still showing a 
fondness for established disciplines. He experiments with algorithmic art and has explored 
issues like alienation and intimacy in the contemporary social and political contexts 
brought about by the ubiquity of digital technology. Recent work has become concerned 
with the latent and often misunderstood tendencies of digital representational strategies 
and media. He is interested in the various ways the “digital twin” (the collected data about 
an individual in relation to other digital individuals but also events and places) makes 
incursions into the real and how these incursions can be manipulated by the various 
companies that control contemporary media.  

 

 

Abstract 
“The internet does not exist”  

liquid idol is an intermedia installation that instrumentalizes the logic of networked 
representation to generate an experiential and conceptual fracture between the obviously 
physical realm where the viewer is situated, the object and how it is represented. The 
complexity of the Internet of Things has obscured how the medium functions to the point 
of generating the illusion of the Real. The computer, the smart phone and social media 
have united the externalization/virtualization of reality and its augmentation but failed to 
escape the problem of subjectivity. By revealing the weaknesses of the Internet, its Things 
and the various media it touches, liquid hoard attempts to remind the viewer of the need 
for an affirmative mythopoesis and the need for cartographic strategies that map how the 
Internet can rupture into the real. The internet may be real but it is not the Real.  
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Project Description  
liquid idol is take place in C108, the Graduation Courtyard and the virtual space formed in 
between. Projectors in both places will map a livestream of the other (that is, the Courtyard 
will be projected into C108 and vice versa) onto an 8’ in diameter circular basin filled with 
an inky, viscous black liquid. These representations will be as high resolution as possible 
and unprocessed in any intentional way. Meanwhile, sounds recorded in both locations will 
be piped between the two in a way that confuses the individual identities of the spaces. Put 
another way, both spaces will speak to and listen to one another in a way that reveals the 
shortcomings of the representational strategies employed. These basins will be 
surrounded by objects and artifacts “borrowed” from the opposing space in order to 
suggest the possibility of meaningful incursion. Video recorded in the weeks prior to the 
installation will be projected onto walls and objects around the basins in order to draw 
attention to the complex identities of these spaces. A goal of the project, if forced from its 
pre-linguistic territory, is to treat the identities of both spaces as noumenon. Phenomenon 
and representations by nature flatten the complexity present and by their own logic fall 
short of solving the subject-object problem.  
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Project Execution  
Timeline 
Project Length from start to finish: February 2018 - May 2018 

February 2018: Begin field recording and video documentation of C108 and 
Courtyard 

March (early) 2018: Purchase streaming cameras  

March (late) 2018: Test live stream and sound, finish accompanying text and print  

April 6-9, 2018: Install 

April 9-10, 2018: Documentation 
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Equipment 

3 Short Throw Projectors  

1 Long Throw Projector 

2 MacMinis (late 2014) 

Cables (XLR, HDMI, TRS, etc.) 

10TB G-Drive External Drives 

4 Studio monitors and LucasNano PA 

Installation Incidentals (cords, lights and mounting) 

Outernet System for Audio  

150-200ft Ethernet Cable 

Ethernet Signal Amplifier 

Links to Previous Work  
Joshwesterman.com 

https://youtu.be/SpjZ906Hq8w  

https://youtu.be/qZTa2hZ-SWo  

 

 

 

 

https://www.joshwesterman.com/
https://youtu.be/SpjZ906Hq8w
https://youtu.be/qZTa2hZ-SWo
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